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THE UNIVERSAL VON STAUDT THEOREMS

FRANCIS CLARKE

Abstract. We prove general forms of von Staudt's theorems on the Bernoulli

numbers. As a consequence we are able to deduce strong versions of a number

of congruences involving various generalisations of the Bernoulli numbers. For

example we obtain an improved form of a congruence due to Hurwitz involving

the Laurent series coefficients of the Weierstrass elliptic function associated with

a square lattice.

Introduction

Let the power series F(S) over the polynomial ring Q[cpc2,...] be defined

by
2 3

F(S) = S + cx^- + c2^- + ---.

Let

G(T) = T-cx^- + (3c2-2c2)^----

be the inverse series, so that F(G(T)) = T.  We define the elements Bk of

Q[c,, c2,... ] by the formula

G(T)~2?0   **!'

We refer to the polynomials Bk as the universal Bernoulli numbers. Note

that, if we substitute ci = (-1)', we have F(S) = log(l + S) so that G(T) =

e   - 1 and we obtain the classical Bernoulli numbers Bk .

In this paper we give congruences modulo Z[c,, c2,... ] for Bk , and for the

divided Bernoulli number Bk/k , which generalise the theorems of von Staudt

on the fractional part of Bk and the denominator of Bk/k .

For example we shall prove in Corollary 6 that, if k is even, Bk is congruent

modulo Z[cx,c2,...] to -J2cp_p~X)/p, summing over all primes p suchthat

p- 1 divides k . The theorem, first proved in [21], and also by Clausen [7], that
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592 FRANCIS CLARKE

Bk is congruent modulo Z to —J2l/p, summed over the same set of primes,

is an immediate corollary. Thus Bk and Bk both have the same denominator.

(The denominator of a polynomial / in Q[c1, c2,... ] is defined to be the least

natural number n such that nf e Z[cx,c2,...].)

Von Staudt's second theorem [23] concerns the denominator of Bk/k . It has

been reproved many times since; see, for example, [10], [15] and [1]. In effect

von Staudt proved that if p is a prime divisor of k such that p - 1 does not

divide k then the numerator of Bk is divisible by p at least as many times as

is k . This is true also for the coefficients of Bk , so that Bk/k and Bk/k have

the same denominator.

In fact we are able to prove a stronger result. We show, for example, that in

the case where k is divisible by 4, Bk/k is congruent modulo Z[cx,c2,...] to

the sum, over the same set of primes as before, of terms of the form

zc _x~  /pn+ , where pn(p - 1) divides k and the integer z is determined

modulo p"+x by the congruence kz = p"(p - 1) mod p2n+x . See Theorem 5,

in which the behaviour for other values of k is also given. The flavour of

this theorem is perhaps best appreciated by studying the values of the divided

Bernoulli numbers given in the appendix.

A ring homomorphism Z[cx, c2,...]-+ 7?, where R is a torsion-free ring will

give rise to results on the images of Bk and of Bk/k in 7?<g>Q modulo R. As

we have just explained, the homomorphism into Z which sends ci to (-1)'

gives us von Staudt's theorems on the classical Bernoulli numbers. The case of

Corollary 6 in which the c¡ are assigned arbitrary integer values, in which case

the statement can be slightly simplified, was proved by Carlitz [3]. The proof

given by Carlitz can be modified to cover the case where the ci are indeterminate

polynomial variables, see [20], but this approach does not yield a proof of our

second von Staudt theorem, Theorem 5.

The inclusion of Z[c,,c2,...] in the Lazard ring L, which can be defined

as the subring of Q[c,, c2,... ] generated by the coefficients of the power series

G(F(SX) + F(S2)), shows that our congruences for the universal Bernoulli num-

bers hold modulo L. The epithet "universal" for Bk is, of course, borrowed

from the fact that G(F(SX) + F(S2)) is the universal formal group. This ver-

sion of the congruences was first proved by Miller [14], in the context where L

is interpreted as the unitary bordism ring M Ut and c¡ is represented by the

complex projective space CP'. See also [2], [17] and [18]. In fact for k odd,

and greater than 1, Miller proves that Bk/k belongs to L. However we show

in Theorem 5 that, for such k, Bk/k is congruent to c, ~ (cx + c3)/2 modulo

Z[cx,c2,...], and it is easy to see that (c3x + c3)/2 e L.

By assigning different values to the variables c¡ we obtain generalisations of

theorems of Dibag [9], Ray [18], Katz [13], and Hurwitz [12].

The structure of this paper is as follows. In § 1 we prove some elementary

arithmetic results on factorials. Our main theorems are stated and proved in 2.
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The method of proof is quite elementary. We use the Lagrange inversion prin-

ciple to give, in Proposition 4, an explicit formula for the coefficients of Bk as

a polynomial in cx,c2. A careful analysis shows that only a very limited

number of these coefficients can be nonintegral. In §3 we detail various conse-

quences of our theorems, including those mentioned above. In an appendix we

list the divided Bernoulli numbers Bk/k, for k = I to 10.

1. Preliminary number-theoretic results

For any natural numbers n and a , it is clear that (na)\/(naa\) is an inte-

ger, being the product of those integers between 1 and na - 1 which are not

multiples of n . In this section we record some properties of these integers.

Lemma 1. If p is an odd prime and m is a natural number,
pm-X

f / = -1    mod pm.
i=i
P\i

If m is a natural number other than 2,
2m-l

i =. 1   mod 2m.

i odd

Proof. The results are simple generalisations of Wilson's theorem and can be

proved in the same way by pairing off the units modulo p" with their inverses.

The different behaviour at the prime 2 is due to the fact that the group of units

modulo 2m is not cyclic if m > 2.

Proposition 2. If p is an odd prime and a is divisible by p" with n > 0, then

(pa)\/paa\ = (-l)a mod p"+x.

If a is odd then (2a)\/2aal is odd.

If a = 2 mod 4 then (2a)\/2aa\ = -1 mod 4.

If a is divisible by 2" with n>2 then (2a)\/2aa\ = 1 mod 2"+1.

Proof. There are exactly a numbers between  1  and pa which are divisible

by p , namely p , 2p , ... , ap, and their product is paa\. Thus, if a = p"A,

(pa)! _ fr .     Í (~\)A mod pn+x,    if p is odd, or p" = 2,

Yol ~ f\ l = \ i mod 2"+1, ifp = 2,n¿l,
pit

where the congruence follows by breaking the product into A blocks, reducing

modulo pn+ , and applying the lemma to each block. Note that, if p is odd,

a and A have the same parity, and that if p" = 2 then A is odd.

Proposition 3. If r and d  are natural numbers then  (rd)\/(r + l)dd\  and

(r - l)\/(r +1) are integers unless r = 3 or r + 1 is prime.

Proof. Clearly

(re/)!      = (d + l)(d + 2) ■ ■ ■ (rd - l)rd

(r+l)dd\~ (r+l)d
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the numerator of which is the product of (r - l)d consecutive integers and is

thus divisible by any prime p at least ^"'^j times. But v (r + 1) < £=¿

unless r = 3 and p = 2,or r + I = p .

If d = 1 this shows that r+ 1 divides r!, but since r+ 1 and r are coprime

r+1 must divide (r— 1)!.

Note that if r + 1  is prime, or r = 3, both  (rffiJrf!  and ^^ belong to

Z[tttj-

2. Statements and proofs of the von Staudt theorems

Proposition 4.

S      hy(-l)D-l(k + D-2)\cdx>cf..-cf

k       ¿^   2dl3d2-(s+lfdxld2\-ds\   '

where the summation extends over all sequences dx,d2,...,ds such that k =

dx + 2d2 H-1- sds, and D denotes dx+ d2-\-h d .

Proof. The Lagrange inversion principle [8, Theorem A, p. 148], gives formulas

for the coefficients of G(T)n in terms of the coefficients of F(S). We will apply

this result with n = -1, using the extension provided by exercise 18 (p. 163)

of [8]. Thus the coefficient of Tk~x/(k - 1)! in l/G(T), i.e., BJk , is equal

to the coefficient of Sk~2/(k - 2)\ in (-l/S2)(F(S)/S)~k+x . The result now

follows by using the multinomial theorem to evaluate (F(S)/S)~  '  .

Note that this argument degenerates if k = I, but that this case of the

proposition holds trivially.

A different proof of Proposition 4, which uses universal Stirling numbers, is

given in [19]. Haigh [11] has remarked that the formula shows that Bk may be

interpreted as a multiple of a truncated Schur-function.

In order to state our main theorem we define a numerical function z(p ,k),

where p is prime and k is a natural number divisible by p - 1 . Suppose

that k = p"(p- l)K , where p does not divide K, then z(p,k) is determined

modulo p"+   as follows.

If p = 2 and n = 1 then z(2, k) = -K mod 4, otherwise z(p, k) is the

multiplicative inverse of K modulo p"+ , so that Kz(p,k) = 1 mod pn+ .

Theorem 5. If k is divisible by 4,

Bk t-^     z(p,k) a , „r .
-r =     / ,     ,'cn  ,    modZ[c.,c,,...].
¡C ¿-^i        r.XJrvp(k)   p-X l   1'   2'        J

k=a(p-X) P
p prime

If k is congruent to 2 modulo 4 and is greater than 2,

Sk - ckx~6cJ ,     y-    z{p,k) a      modzrc !

t=a(p-l)   "
p prime
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If k is odd and greater than 1,
S k  ,    fc-3
B,      c, +c.    c
Y = ^~Í_-   modZ[c,,c2,...].

Proof. If c. ' cí1 ■ ■ ■ c ' is a monomial of weight k = dx + 2d2 -\-\-sd  we will-1  *-2

write

2"13a2---(s+ina'1!c/2!---fl'J!

for the coefficient of cdxcd2 •■•css in Bk/k as given by Proposition 4.

We will show that

(i) if p is prime and k = a(p-l) then b(ca x) = z(p ,k)/px+l/^ 'modZ,

(ii) if k = 2 mod 4 and k > 2 then b(cx ~ c3) = ¿ mod Z,

(iii) if k is odd and k > 1 then ¿»(c,- c3) = ^ mod Z,

(iv) for every other monomial b(cxc2 ■ ■ ■ css) is an integer.

If p is odd and v (k) = n then (i) is equivalent to kpb(ca .) = p - 1

mod p"+ . But

p\ j \ i       m y \ p-\>

kpb{c;_i) = ^rl(P-i)(aPy.
(ap-l)paa\       '

so that Proposition 2 gives the required result. Minor modifications cover the

case where p = 2.

Since k + D = 2dx + 3d2 + ■ ■ ■ + (s + l)ds, we have the following crucial

identity,

L / d\   d2 dS\
b(cx[c22---cs )

where (n ; ixJ2, ■.., im) is the multinomial coefficient «!//,! /'2! ■ • ■ im\, with ix +

i2-\-h im = n . The only arithmetic property which we require of multinomial

coefficients is that they are integers.

As we remarked in §1 each factor (x[t + l)dt)\/(t + I) 'dt\ is an integer.

If dr > 2 we have

(1)    \b(cd,c22---cds)\ = (k + D-2)---(k + D-dr+l)

.(k + D-dr-,2dx,...,rdr,...,(s+l)ds)7J^U^^
(r+l)a'dr\^x(t+lfdt\

tfr
while if dr = 1, the same process yields only

L /  d\   d2 ds
b(cxlc2 ,--.c/

1

(fc + 7)-l)

(,+c-1;M,,...,r,...,(î+1H)?7ri_n|iii^
t*r
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However, taking out the factor r, we obtain

(2)     \b(cfcd2> ■■■€?)

Mi-

Armed with these formulas we can now consider various cases.

If dr > 0 for any r other than 3 such that r + 1 is not prime, then either

(1) or (2), together with Proposition 3, shows that b(cxc2 ■ ■ -cs') is an integer.

If, on the other hand,  c   xc   x  divides cxc2 ■ ■ -css  for distinct primes

p and q, either (1) or (2), shows that b(cd>c22 ■ ■ -cf) belongs to both Z[±]
i.-
?-

Similarly if c.c   . divides the monomial where p is an odd prime.

and Z[i], and hence is an integer.

"3^-1

The only remaining case to consider is that of monomials of the form caxcJ .

Now
(2a + 4b- 2)!

b(cxc3)
2a+2ba\b\

thus b(c°c*) e Z[i] and we have v2(b(caxc\)) = v2((a + 2b- 1)!) - v2(a\) -

u2(b\) - 1 .

Thus, with b = 1, we have b(c"c3) = ^ mod Z, so (iii) is proved.

If b > 1, we have

v2(b(caxc\)) = v2((a+bb)) + u2((a + 2b- l)(a + 2b - 2) ■ ■ ■ (a + b + 1)) - 1.

For b > 2 this is certainly nonnegative. In the case b = 2, however,

u2(b(caxcl)) = v2(("22)) + v2(a + 3) - 1 does equal -1 if a is divisible by 4,

proving (ii).

Corollary 6. If k is even,

^     ca  ,

Bk = ~     J2       p      rnodZ[cx,c2,...].
k=a(p-X)     P

p prime

If k is odd and greater than 1,

k   ,     k-3

Bk=-~—j-l   modZ[cpc2,...].

Proof. If p is odd and v (k) = n , the definition of z(p, k) shows that

kz(p,k)      ,1 ,   n_
—*±-L-L = i-mod p Z,

pn+l P

thus
kz(p,k)^_l_   mQdz

pn+x P

The cases where p = 2 involve a trivial variation.
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Corollary 7. Let p be a prime such that k = a(p - 1). If p is odd, or if p = 2
and k is divisible by 4,

pBk = (p-\)cap_x    modpx+l/Ák)Z(p)[cx,c2,...}.

If k = 2 mod 4 and k > 2,

2Bk = 2cx~ c3-cx    mod 4Z(2)[cpc2,...].

Proof. Multiply the appropriate congruence from Theorem 5 by pk, and use

the definition of z(p ,k).

3. Applications

As we remarked in the introduction, von Staudt's first theorem is an immedi-

ate consequence of Corollary 6. This result was extended by von Staudt in [23]

to show that the denominator of Bk/k is dk = Y\px+Vp( ', where the product is

over all primes p such that p -1 divides k . This is an immediate consequence

of Theorem 5, but we can deduce a stronger result.

Proposition 8. If k is even and greater than 2,

Bk     k        v-^    z(p ,k)
i    - T +     ) fl   ,m     mod Z-
k       4        ¿-^    „i+"íW

0-1)1* P
p prime

Proof. Set c( = (-1)' in Theorem 5.

Corollary 9. If k is even and p is a prime such that p - 1 divides k then

pBk=p-l    mod px+Vp{k)Z{p).

Proof. Set ci = (-1)' in Corollary 7.

This result was proved by Carlitz, in [4, Theorem 3], for p odd, and in [5],

for p = 2.

By refining slightly the analysis of the proof of Theorem 5 it is possible to

show that if Ac = 2 mod 4 and k > 2, then

2Bk = 2cx    c3 - cx + 4c, ~ c2   mod 8Z(2)[c,,c2,...].

It follows that 2Bk = 5 mod 8Z(2)  for such k.  This result was first proved

in [23]; see also [16, p. 256] and [6].

Assume now that k is divisible by 4. It is clear from the definition of z(p,k)

that for each prime p such that p - 1 divides k, kz(p,k) is congruent to

pn(p- 1) modulo p2n+x(p- 1), where n = vp(k). Thus kz(p,k)/pn+x is

congruent to 1 - l/p modulo p"(p - 1)Z and hence modulo 2Z. A similar

analysis applies if k is congruent to 2 modulo 4 and k > 2.

Thus we have the following result, first proved in [22]; see also [16, p. 258].
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Corollary 10. If k is even and k > 2, Bk + VJ (P-x)\k p- has the same parity as
p prime

the number of primes p such that p - 1 divides k .

Dibag [9] has considered the von Staudt theorems for the Bernoulli numbers

which are obtained by setting

c_|l,    if / = P - 1,

1     I 0,    otherwise,

where p is a given prime.

We are able to prove stronger results and also to describe the behaviour at

the prime 2, for which Dibag's results do not hold as stated.

Let Bk be the rational number obtained by substituting in Bk for the vari-

ables ci in the manner specified above. Clearly Bk will only be nonzero if

p - 1 divides k. We will assume that this is so, and, for the moment, that p

is an odd prime. By Theorem 5,

Bk - z(P,k)

k 'pi
mod Z,

and we have kz(p ,k) =.p"p(k)(p - 1) mod p2"p(k]+x (p - 1),  so that

Bk = P—   modp"p(k)(p-l)Z.

If k = n(p - 1), Dibag defines the integer an as pBk/up(k\), where we write

i^v; — a¡j , uic wungi utu^t tut   u ,u (x) = xp Wp(x) ; the congruence for B,  becomes

P   -   1 A 1+M«)r,

Dibag's Theorem 3.9 asserts that this congruence holds modulo pZ, ,. The

congruences for small values of n follow as in [9] with the strengthened results

2  = 1 -p modp , and a2pa  = 1 - p mod p , and a2  = 1 - 3p mod p . These follow respectively from

the congruences uJ(p(p - 1))!) = -1 modp   and uJ(2p(p - 1))!) = -I -2p

mod p , which are consequences of Lemma 1.

For the case where p = 2 a similar argument shows that if n is even and

n > 2,

an = —r-r-    mod 2        'Zn.,
"     m2(m!) (2)

while if n is odd and n > 1 ,

an = 2   mod 4Z.

Weaker forms of these congruences are given in Theorem 7.4 of [18].

The Bernoulli numbers associated with the formal group of Morava's K(n)-

theory are obtained by the more general substitution

f      in — X)r .r.  . nr       ,
c   =   \P ,      tfl=P      -1,

\ 0, otherwise.
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Following Ray [18] we denote these Bernoulli numbers by B(n)k ; thus B(l)k =

Bk in our previous notation. For n > 2 the B(n)k are all integers; B(n)k is

zero unless p" - 1 divides k .

Theorem 11. If n > 2, or if n = 1 and p > 3,

BWd(p"-x)-uP      modP

where u is a p-adic unit and N = d(p"~~l + ■ • + pL + p) - n .

,N_A nN+Vp(d)+p"-n-X

.1-1 _2

In [18, Theorem 7.8], and [19, 3.9(iii)], Ray obtained this congruence, but

with the smaller modulus p + . Theorem 11 is in some sense best possible,

for if d > 1 and d = 1 mod p" then no larger power of p may occur as the

modulus.

Theorem 11 does not follow directly from Theorem 5 as do our other results

but requires a detailed analysis of all the terms given by Proposition 4. We

omit the proof which, although elementary, involves a lengthy examination of

various cases.

For n = 1 and p > 5, even stronger forms of Dibag's results which give an

modulo pl,p(")+p_2 can be deduced.

We now show how strengthened forms of some results of Carlitz [3], Hur-

witz [ 12] and Katz [ 13] may be obtained.

Let the polynomials BHk e Q[c,, c2,... ] be defined, for k > 2, by

5£?-1 + eir+g(*-i)»,£.

We refer to the 577^ as the universal Bernoulli-Hurwitz numbers. This termi-

nology follows Katz [13]. The Lagrange inversion principle can be used to give

a formula for BHk analogous to that of Proposition 4.

Carlitz [3, Theorem 3], showed that if the variable cx is set equal to zero,

BHk + Bke Z[c2 , c3, ... ]. However more is true.

Theorem 12. For all k > 2,

BÏÏL        B,, B,
k -     °k _l„   "k-X+ cx. mod Z[c.,c2,...].

k    ~     k       lk-l

Proof. We need only a slight modification of Carlitz' argument. It is clear that

1 1       c,      *-^ BH,^ Tk

i:>0

and

Bk+x r

G(T)2     T2     T     ^ k + 2   k\ '

(4) —— - - = y
G{T)     T     &*+!*!•
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Differentiating (4),

(V G'm  ,    1   _ y Êk+2 Tk

G(T)2     T2     £T0k + 2kr

so that, adding (3), (5) and -cx times (4), we obtain

_J_ _ G\Tl _ _£,_     v (BHj^ +B^_r B^A T*_
K)       G(T)2     G(T)2     G(T)     2^[k + 2+k + 2      lk + l)k\-

Now, since G(F(S)) = S, the chain rule gives G'{F(S)) = l/F'(S), while

F'(S) = 1 + £,>, CfS*. Thus if S = G(T) the left-hand side of (6) may be
written as

±2-((l-cxS)-(l+cxS + c2S2 + ---)-X),

which is a power series in S with coefficients in Z[cpc2,...]. But S is a

divided power series in T over the ring Z[c,, c2,... ], and hence so is the above

expression. The theorem follows.

Corollary 13. If p is an odd prime such that p- 1 divides k, with k = a(p-1),

pBHk = (1 -p)cap_x    modp'+^Z^c,,^,...].

If p is an odd prime such that p - 1 divides k - I, with k - 1 = b(p - 1),

pBHk = (p- \)cxcbp_{    modp1+I/,,(*r"1)Z(p)[c1,c2,...].

Proof. Use Corollary 7.

Note that Corollary 13 generalises a result in [13]. It is clearly possible to

describe the behaviour at the prime 2, but we omit the details.

The numbers Em studied by Hurwitz [ 12] arise from setting

( 0, otherwise.

Then we have 7?774m = 24m£m, where the Weierstrass elliptic function p(u)

satisfying p'(u)2 = 4p(w)3 - 4p(u) has the expansion

p(u) = — + y^

~.4m r. 4m-2
2    h       u_m      **_

4m    (4m -2)!'
m>\ V '

Now if p is a prime such that p - 1 divides 4m and p = 3 mod 4, then

Corollary 13 shows that Em = 0 mod pUp{m)Z{p), since cp_x = 0.

Suppose now that p is a prime such that p - 1 divides 4m with p = 1

mod 4, and write 4m = r(p - 1). We may determine integers a and ¿> such
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that p = a2 + b2 by the congruences a = 1 mod 2 and a = b + 1 mod 4. As

Carlitz [3] remarks, a result of Gauss' shows that

1
Vi ~ 2(P-D/2

1      f(p-l)/2\     -

Since v (r) = v (m), it follows that cp_x = (2a)r mod px+l,pl"m).

Now 24m = 1 mod pVp{m), so we have

pEm = (l-p)(2a)r   modpX+VÁm),

which generalises a result in §10 of [12]; see also [3, (6.9)].

Appendix

We list the divided Bernoulli numbers Bk/k , for k = 1 to 10.

Bx = ¿c-,,

B2 1  2     1
—* =   — — C   -X—c
2 41 + 32'

h.-\. 3_   L1
3 _ 2C'     C' °2     2Ci '

h Ü  4^ s  2     _- _4   2,6
4 _ g Cl + •>CX C2      iCXCi       3C2+5C4'

-j- = -=-cx - 35c,c2 + -~-cxc3 + 20c,c2 - 12c,c4 - 10c2c3 + 4c5,

-£■ =-—c, + 315c,c2 - 210c,c3 - 280c,c2 + 126c,c4 + 210c,c2c3

¿n ,   280  3     as> 45   2  ,   120- 60ciC5 + -CTC2 - 48c2C4 - YC3 + — "

7?7 1485   7       -.,-   5       ,   4725   4       ,    .-nr>  3   2       .-,-   3 ~_ori  2-— = c, - 3465c, c2 -l-— c, c3 + 4200c, c2 - 1512c, c4 - 3780c, c2c3

+ S40c2c5 - 1120c,c2 + 1344c,c2c4 + 630c, c2 - 360c, c6 + 560c2c3

- 280c2c5 - 252c3c4 -I- 90c7,

^ = - 13^35cf + 45045c^c2 - 31185cfc3 - 69300c4c2 + 20790c4c4

+ 69300c^2c3 - 12600cfc5 + 30800c2c2 - 30240c2t\,c4 - 14175c2c2

+ 6480c2c6 - 25200c,c2c3 + 10080c,c2c5 + 9072c, c3c4 - 2520c,c1

- -^rt + 4032c2c4 + 3780c2c3 - 1920c2c6 - 1680c3c5 - ^^c\

4- SfSÍV.
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cio-

,   -591360c2c4 -831600c2c\

+ 316800c2c6 + 554400c2c3c5 + 266112c2c4 - 134400c2cg

+ 249480c32c4 - 113400c3c7 - 103680c4c6 - 50400c2 + 36288Q
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